Open Forum on Open Banking
Brussels, 20th March 2017

Proposed programme
1. The progress towards PSD2 implementation and open issues
The topic will be introduced with a presentation by Helmut Wacket, Head of Market
Integration Division, European Central Bank, on the developments at the level of the ERPB.
Further presentations will be made on the following aspects:
• Overview of PSD2 and RTS implementation process
Krzystof Zurek, Policy Officer, European Commission, Financial Services
• Update on the Berlin Group’s standardisation initiative
Oliver Bieser, Deutsche Bank, on behalf of Berling Group
• Progress of the work towards a European TPP Directory
John Broxis, Managing Director, PRETA, and Co-Chair of the Identification Expert
Group of the ERPB WG on PIS
• PSD2 is the XS2 adventure: turning the regulatory burden into a chance for
banks
Cornelia Schwertner, Head of Regulation, Figo GmbH and Co-Chair of European
Fintech Alliance (EFA) and Christoph Scheuermann, Head of Partnerships, Figo
GmbH
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Proposed programme
2.

Industry developments around the Open Banking concept
The topic will be introduced by Don Ginsel addressing the co-operation opportunities
between FinTech and ASP-PSP players, followed by presentations.
• The new normal: payments will orchestrate the digital ecosystem management
Christian Bruck, Partner Financial Services, BearingPoint
• Beyond PSD2: preparing for a collaborative open API enabled banking economy
beyond payments
Stefan Dierckx, Founder, The Glue / CEO, Projective, and Bernd Richter, Country
Manager, Projective
• Open Banking: putting the customer in control
Daniel Szmukler, Director, Euro Banking Association
• Routes to market – legal and regulatory considerations for a TPP
Paul Anning, Partner, Financial Institutions Group, Osborne Clark
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Proposed programme
3.

Other items proposed by participants

4.

Wrap-up session
•

Key messages from the day’s discussions

•

Open issues for further discussion in the Forum
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The progress towards PSD2 implementation and open issues –
ERPB developments
Helmut Wacket
Head of Market Integration Division, European Central Bank

ECB-UNRESTRICTED

Helmut Wacket
Head of Market Integration Division

Provision of integrated
payment initiation
services
– the role of the ERPB

Open Forum on Open Banking
Brussels, 20 March 2017

Rubric

ECB-UNRESTRICTED

Payment initiation services (PIS) – what is it?
• An innovative payment solution for e-commerce payments, based
on initiating a credit transfer from your existing payment account

Bank

2. Informs the TPP
on initiation and
execution

1. Makes use
of a TPP to initiate
a payment
order

Consumer
Payment initiation services

ThirdParty
Provider

Bank
3. Informs the merchant;
TPP not involved in
funds transfer

E-commerce
transaction
4. Releases the
goods/services
7

Merchant
www.ecb.europa.eu ©

Rubric

ECB-UNRESTRICTED

The revised Payment Services Directive (PSD2)
Determines that payment initiation services are payment services
Sets rules on “access to payment account” by third-party providers

Payment initiation service providers:
- require authorisation
- will be supervised
- shall not hold payer’s funds
- shall not use, access or store any
data for other purposes than PIS

Account-servicing PSPs (‘banks’):
- shall treat payment orders without
any discrimination
- may deny access to a PIS-provider
for reasons relating to unauthorised
or fraudulent access by that provider

→ To be transposed in national legislation by 13 January 2018
→ To be complemented by RTS on authentication and communication (draft
submitted by EBA in February 2017; and applicability during transition period to be clarified)
Payment initiation services
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Rubric

ECB-UNRESTRICTED
DRAFT

Payment initiation services – from law to practise
• PSD2 provides the legal framework and the RTS define requirements
for standards of communication, e.g.:
• Each ASPSP shall provide “all information on the initiation of the
payment transaction and all information accessible to the ASPSP
regarding the execution of the payment transaction” (PSD2)
• Each ASPSP will need to have in place an interface designated or
adapted for PIS (EBA draft RTS)
• The interfaces could potentially be technically different from the

interfaces of the other 4,400 retail banks in SEPA
• PSD2 and RTS leave certain discretion on how to concretely
implement the legal and regulatory requirements which bears the risk
of renewed fragmentation at PIS level
Payment initiation services
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Rubric

ECB-UNRESTRICTED
DRAFT

ERPB involvement
 E-commerce Europe suggested the ERPB to look into the topic, due to
concerns about non-harmonised provision of PIS, especially cross-border
 Topic first discussed in June 2016 ERPB meeting
 Stakeholder meeting on PIS (Oct 2016): consensus on the objective:
provision of integrated PIS services; PISPs should compete and
merchants could use any one of them to reach their customers throughout
an integrated market
 Decided in Nov 2016 to create a Working Group tasked
to “define a common set of technical, operational and business
requirements for the development of an integrated market for PIS”
 WG started in Jan 2017, co-chaired by E-Commerce Europe + EPC
 WG has formed three expert subgroups on Interfaces between ASPSPs
and TPPs, Identification of TPPs, and Other issues
 Delivery of report expected for ERPB meeting in Jun 2017
Payment initiation services
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Rubric

ECB-UNRESTRICTED
DRAFT

Identify ‘what’ needs to be communicated
• PSD2 defines information requirements in a generic way (slide 4)
• Stakeholders need to agree what this means more concretely
• Usefulness and availability of information depends on the technical
capabilities of the ASPSP’s systems
• Information to be provided needs to allow the PISP to provide
comfort to the payee that it will receive the payment (except in
extraordinary situations)
• To achieve this objective, and taking account of technical
heterogeneity of ASPSPs, it is not clear whether a one-size-fits-all
solution will be conducive
• Market will need to find suitable solutions

Payment initiation services
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Rubric

ECB-UNRESTRICTED
DRAFT

Payment initiation services – way forward
• PSD2 sets the (general) rules for the implementation
of payment initiation services
• Most conducive approach is for the market to
find solutions itself
• Reaching consensus in ERPB on the ‘what’ is
core to defining a common set of technical,
operational and other requirements for the
development of an integrated market for PIS

Payment initiation services
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The progress towards PSD2 implementation and open issues –
Overview of PSD2 and RTS implementation process
Krzystof Zurek
Policy Officer, European Commission, Financial Services

The progress towards PSD2 implementation and open issues –
Update on the Berlin Group’s standardisation initiative
Oliver Bieser
Deutsche Bank, on behalf of Berlin Group

Berlin Group PSD2 Access to Account Framework
Rationale ‐ Benefits ‐ Approach

Status update to
EBA Open Forum
20 March 2017

 Access‐to‐Account (XS2A): PSD2 mandates banks to provide Third Party Providers (TPPs),

after bank customer consent, access to the following banking services

1
2
3

Confirmation of availability of funds services (PSD2 art. 65)
Payment initiation services (PSD2 art. 66)
Account information services (PSD2 art. 67)

 A.o., the European Banking Authority (EBA) Regulatory Technical Standards (RTS) specify high‐level

requirements ‘for common and secure open communication standards’ between bank and TPP

?

© The Berlin Group

 With thousands of banks and TPPs in Europe, it’s easy to imagine why development, testing

and maintenance of proprietary, bank‐specific XS2A communication standards
would create a pan‐European IT nightmare and ultrahigh costs for banks and TPPs
TPP
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Uniform and interoperable
communications
between banks and TPPs
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*APIs

have to comply to the standards and will be
provided by ASPSP/software providers of ASPSP,
not by the Berlin Group

© The Berlin Group

TPP

TPP
TPP

 Organisation level
 Foster dialogue and bring together non‐competitive shared Technical &









Organisational interests between heterogeneous stakeholders within the
European financial industry
Independent from a specific (community of) processor(s) or (community of)
bank(s)
Joint Initiative of the Berlin Group together with other market supply‐side entities
Aim: develop appropriate detailed technical interoperability standards ensuring
proper and secure communication between TPP and ASPSP
Open access for market supply‐side: banks (ASPSPs), banking associations,
payment associations, payment schemes and interbank processors/ACHs
Open for cooperation or alignment with other relevant Open Banking initiatives
Governance of interoperability standards separated from market implementation
Structured early consultation anticipated with market demand‐side

© The Berlin Group

 Standards level
 Open, common, royalty‐free standards for processes, data, interfaces and





infrastructures
Where possible, leverage existing interoperability standards, datasets, processes,
structures, semantics, interfaces, infrastructures and achieved SEPA harmonisation
Support all eligible strong customer authentication methods
Recognise impact on customer convenience
Should not require any form of agreement, contractual or otherwise, between the
TPP and ASPSP

© The Berlin Group

 Scope of work:

© The Berlin Group

 Issues to be resolved (sample set)
 Application level
 Account service/variants definitions, Datamodelling, General composition of

messages (definition and formats),
Event and incident handling (incl. time‐outs, validity checks), etc.
 Security level
 ASPSP SCA procedures (also for multiple accounts/SCA), TPP authentication,
TPP‐ASPSP role identification, Secure message exchange, etc.
 Transport level
 Message exchange, Architectural style, Locate ASPSP, etc.
 All these questions have to be answered either
 in the NextGenPSD2 XS2A Framework or
 by the specification of other infrastructure entities (e.g. Directory service to find
the correct ASPSP, PKI as basis for authentication, information to PSU,
management black/white lists)

© The Berlin Group

 7 Meetings since start of initiative
 Relevant PSD2 role definitions defined and clarified
 Relevant PSD2 and EBA RTS articles discussed and clarified
 Relationship/dependencies between the three identified levels analysed
 Relevant Use Cases with general data flows discussed and clarified
 API‐design started
 Exchanged information (and possible white gaps) on other Open Banking initiatives
 Liaison (with support through Payments UK) with UK Open Banking API initiative as

required by the UK Competition and Markets Authority
 Alignment with e.g. CAPS, ISO TC68/SC2, W3C, etc.

© The Berlin Group

 For PIS and AIS the framework will define different processing variants for the

support of SCA
 The ASPSP has to decide which of these variants are supported by its own PSD2‐
Interface
 Implemented processes might be steered through different parameter values
 Business transaction related, e.g. supported payment products, types of AIS

data, variants of services, etc.
 Processing related, e.g. supported specification versions, supported data
element versions, etc.
 The specification will list the agreed parameters

© The Berlin Group

 Architecture supports
 a protocol level with entity authentication
 a business application level for content data
 Allows pre‐processing by dedicated authentication servers
 NextGenPSD2 XS2A Framework delivers
 Operational Rules document that covers the service description, abstract

(logical) data model and detailed process flow descriptions in a B2B interface
(complete draft status)
 Implementation Guidelines that specifiy the interfaces in technical detail,
including XML/JSON schemas etc. (work is started)

© The Berlin Group

© The Berlin Group

Q4 2016

Q1 2017

Q2 2017

Q3 2017

Operational Rules
Data Modelling
Message Modelling
EC RTS endorsement and publication
First Draft
Market Consultation
Finalisation
Final Version 1.0 NextGenPSD2 XS2A Framework Phase 1

Full NextGenPSD2 ‘XS2A Framework' with Operational Rules and Implementation Guidelines available in Q3 2017
Assumption: EBA RTS ultimately endorsed by European Commission and officially published as binding part of PSD2 in May 2017
Indications of EC Commission: Publication expected not before October 2017; re‐planning needed.

© The Berlin Group

www.berlin‐group.org / info@berlin‐group.org

The progress towards PSD2 implementation and open issues –
Progress of the work towards a European TPP Directory
John Broxis
Managing Director, PRETA, and Co-Chair of the Identification Expert
Group of the ERPB WG on PIS

Progress of the work towards a European Directory

Open Banking Open Forum
20th March 2017
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The challenge of PSD2
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PSD2 in a nutshell…
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A communication interface
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An emerging consensus (?)
• Specficiations will include an ISO standard for a REST based API, with ISO 20022
business level messages, standardised via the Berlin group (and others?), supporing a
number of Strong Customer Authentication models, and using eIDAS certificates for
TPP identification.
• A central information repository (Directory) will be needed.
• Scheme management administrative functions will be needed.
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Building Blocks to a compliance solution
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Focus on the directory
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Key pain point 1: Finding the right AS PSP interface
Suppose a TPP has their customer (Mr. Don Lichter).
Don Lichter says he banks with HSBC.
Is this HSBC UK, HSBC France or other? What is the URL of that HSBC?

IBAN

BIC

URL

But the bank might have a URL for AIS and an URL for PIS.
And the PIS interface might have multiple functions depending on the type of payment.

IBAN

BIC

Role

IBAN

BIC

Role

Type 1

URL/SCTSingle

IBAN

BIC

Role

Type 2

URL/Outside EU

IBAN2

BIC

Role

Type 3

URL2/Corporate Bulk
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Key pain point 2: Finding and trusting ID data
There is a trust framework that protects us from accident and deliberate. The trust framework has some very secure
elements but some very vulnerable and confusing elements.
To be sure:
•

The various lists and registers are not synchronised

•

The Directories may not be secure or reliable or machine readable.

•

An ASPSP must check ?? Directories and registers – using how many data formats?

Unless this is worked out, the trust model does not work or works with risks.
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Synchronisation problems
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Problem: Trusting the registries, provided in the legislation
https://eportal.eba.europa.eu/cir/faces/publicDisclaimer.xhtml#no-back-button
Article 14 of the Directive 2006/48/EC as amended by article 9(3) of the Directive 2010/78/EU requires
the EBA to publish on this website a list of credit institutions to which authorisation has been granted in
the Member States and to keep that list updated.
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Multiplicity and standards
Many registries and
lists.
Some lists are
harmonised – but are
they part of a “trust
chain”?
No standard format for
national registries.
From online lookup to
PDF document.
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Key Pain point 3: Quantity of Administrative information
TPP: First “Hello”: Can I have documentation please.
AS PSP: requests information about the TPP (contact information, login information).
TPP: sends requested information.
AS PSP: verifies they are a TPP.
AS PSP: Gives specifications, test system configuration, and test system login details. Possible need for unique code.
TPP: Tests (successfully)
AS PSP: Provide live system information.
Administrative burden for TPPs and for AS PSPs in first using the services,
Data held by AS PSPs: URLs of documentation, support services, test system keys.
Data held by TPPs: support information.

© PRETA All rights reserved.
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Other issues
•

Understanding the rules around Passporting

•

Understanding the need (or not) for “API Keys”

•

Mutual identification requirements. How does a TPP recognise an ASPSP.
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A central directory, testing and onboarding service with updates and notifications as
needed.
As we go through to implementation we will discover more and more items that the CIU needs to know about
the AS PSP (or vice versa).
Specifically, the Directory could contain information about:
• Identities and roles (PI SP vs AI SP)
• Information about roles and countries
• Operational support information.
• Technical configuration information (XML or JSON? Sub-services supported).
• Testing information

© PRETA All rights reserved.
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For more information
www.preta.eu
www.mybank.eu
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An example of an onboarding flow from Google
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Example 1: Google Maps

Scope
Get Google Maps on your website or app.
https://developers.google.com/maps/pricing-and-plans/

Steps
1. Read the specifications and develop the client side.
2. Sign up to get an API key
3. Test it
4. Deploy in production

Free version or paid versions with AOS (Ad-free, Enhanced Distance Matrix, Roads…)
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Example 1: Google Maps
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Example 1: Google Maps
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Example 1: Google Maps
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Example 1: Google Maps
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Why PRETA?
PRETA has good credentials to facilitate such an approach, due to
•

its proven ability to define pan-European solutions

•

as well as real experience with creating a peer to peer access to
account infrastructure via MyBank.
What is needed is not so complex. It’s more a
question of getting started.

© PRETA All rights reserved.
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The progress towards PSD2 implementation and open issues –
PSD2 is the XS2 adventure: turning the regulatory burden into a
chance for banks
Cornelia Schwertner, Head of Regulation, Figo GmbH, and Co-Chair of
European Fintech Alliance (EFA)
Christoph Scheuermann, Head of Partnerships, Figo GmbH

PSD2 IS THE XS2ADVENTURE
TURNING THE REGULATORY BURDEN INTO A CHANCE FOR BANKS

Open Forum on Open Banking
Brussels, March 20, 2017
PICTURE BY KUSTER & WILDHABER PHOTOGRAPHY, FLICKR

Todays Chances for Banks from PSD2:
How can Banks monetise Banking Data

Options for Banks

Bank
1

2
Passive
provider

Just complies
Offers PSD2 compliant
infrastructure

3
Active
provider

Using the open data stream to
generate revenues
Understands XS2A as business
opportunity

Active
provider and
user

Using the now available data for own
innovations
Understands XS2A as opportunity to
use data of other banks

XS2A is an opportunity

…data than
PSD2 requires

…data
instead of slow
and complex

…data.
Business
Intelligence

more…

easy &
fast…

even
more…

1

2

3

Monetising leverage

Key Facts of the Regulatory Burden
Modular Approach

Just compliance with the PSD2
& EBA requirements for
payment accounts:
• Security
• Availability & Performance
• Support
• Contingency - Incident and
Recovery Measures
• Reporting Obligations
• Liability

Monitor TPP compliance
•
•

Observe PSD2-compliant TPP
activity
Justify potential access denials

Enrich PSD2 Data
•
•
•
•

Provide enriched data for
payment accounts
Push functions
Categorisation and other
enrichment
Enables banks to monetise
PSD2 data

Beyond PSD2
•

Open up other account types
than payment accounts, such
as savings, brokerage, loan, …

‚Open up‘ - but staying in control

figo
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API
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through API

TPPs
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API Technologies for PSD2 and beyond
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Benefits of
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between
incumbents
and Fintechs

TPP Uses Cases for Banks covered by PSD2
Bank App Stores
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Account aggregation

Business tools

Smart payment

Smart savings
Account switching

Beyond Payment
Accounts:
Savings,
Brokerage, Loans
and more

Voice

From User
Identification
to User KYC

…

Data Sovereignty &
Right to Data
Portability

Big
Data

Future Open
Banking
Opportunities

Let’s change the way we bank today!

Cornelia Schwertner

Chris Scheuermann
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Industry developments around the Open Banking concept
Don Ginsel, CEO, Holland FinTech

23 March 2017

Open Forum on Open Banking: FinTech explained
@hollandfintech / @EBA_Association
@donginsel
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Industry developments around the Open Banking concept –
The new normal: payments will orchestrate the digital ecosystem
management
Christian Bruck, Partner Financial Services, BearingPoint

“The new normal – Payments will
orchestrate the Digital Ecosystem
Management”

Christian Bruck
Partner Financial Services

Brussels, 20.03.2017

We are BearingPoint
Committed consultants with adaptive intelligence
In the business world, change is constant – dynamics shift, customers’ needs evolve and the
unexpected can happen. At BearingPoint, we understand this, and know each client needs
a different solution.
To be successful, clients employ BearingPoint consultants who can understand
and adapt to this complex environment: consultants who can judge the
appropriate course of action, and apply strategic insights and operational
and technological skills exactly when and where needed.
This adaptive and intelligent approach, combined with our sense of
commitment is what our clients value. That is why it is at the heart
of our culture.
We recruit and nurture only those who embrace this fully.
We encourage them to challenge, support and engage with
our clients – to develop intimate and fruitful relationships.

This is why clients entrust BearingPoint to create value
through successful transformation.
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Key 2016 figures
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71

36

Global alliance offices

BearingPoint offices
Countries where BearingPoint
has a direct presence

10,196

3,900
Global BearingPoint
headcount

155

BearingPoint partners
Global alliance
headcount
2009

2009

€622m
Revenue

Foundation date
as BearingPoint
European partnership

3

78

Countries in which
BearingPoint served clients

Our efforts have brought us on the radar screen of important analysts
Ranked ‘Major Player’ in the IDC Marketscape
Worldwide Digital Enterprise Strategy
Consulting Services 2015 Vendor Assessment.
IDC MarketScape: Worldwide Digital Enterprise Strategy
Consulting Services 2015 Vendor Assessment (March 2015,
Doc #254679)

BearingPoint is a ‘Visionary’ in the Gartner 2015
Magic Quadrant for CRM and Customer
Experience Implementation Services, Worldwide.
Gartner, Magic Quadrant for CRM and Customer
Experience Implementation Services, Worldwide, 12/22/15
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Agenda

1

General Market Situation

2

Actual Topics within Payments
Instant Payments
Blockchain
PSD2

PSD2
Digital Ecosystems

5

Parallel to internet of things, new business models will be developed that base
their payments on real-time usage
Current situation: rapid development of the digital world
Internet economy in the year 2020

Requirements for payment processing

• „Internet of Thinks“:
Smart objects learn to “think”, organise themselves and become
interacting instances

• Real-time settlement (24/7/365)
• Immediate availability of incoming payments
• No limitations relating to amounts

• Mobile use much more pronounced due to higher availability of
WIFI hotspots that are free of charge

• Transaction completion in up to 5 seconds

• The internet used as real-time medium generates new business
models

• Suitable for retail payments

• Billing of usage, e.g. as “pay per use”

• Easy handling

• Instant business transactions

• Transnational solution (for example within the Euro area)

• Highest security during transactions

• Compliance: money laundering and embargo checks

6

Payments faces several challenges that have an operational and / or a regulatory
focus
Due to the interdependencies of a great amount of topics, the complexity increases
Consumers

Politics
•
•
•
•

Economic growth
Support of innovation
Control of shadow economy
Intense discussions on cash money

Strategy

• Transparent payments
• Data security and secure
payments
• 24/7/365
• Everywhere
• Free of charge

Payment Service Provider

Retailer

• Establishment of a strategic
business / growth
environment
• Foundation of alternative
settlement systems

FinTechs

Digitisation

Payment Services
Directive 2 (PSD2)

Banks
• Securing the account /
customer connection
• Use of the already existing
IT structures
• Information superiority
• Added values

Processes

• Low costs for payment
transactions
• No risk, e.g. of debt default
• Real-time credit of payment

Corporates

Blockchain
Instant Payments
Credit Transfer Regulation
Payment
Service
Provider

Payment Accounts Regulation
Security in the
settlement of transactions

7

• Real-time settlement
• Real-time information and
availability
• Liquidity management
• No risk, e.g. of debt
default

Rulebooks

Regulatory

Regulatory, operational and strategic requirements as well as market changes
affect the market participants increasingly
The regulatory requirements are a big challenge for the banking sector during a critical phase
Instant Payments
facilitates the ability
to perform payments
within 10 seconds

PSD2 enables direct
access of a third
party on customer
accounts

Wired Transfer
Regulation requires the
transfer of beneficiary
data

§

•
•
•
•

Decline of revenues
Undermining the customer
loyalty
Decline of the market share
Increase of cost pressure

operational
challenges

The
development of
innovative
products is not a
core
competence of
the banking
sector

strategic
challenges

There is little
willingness to
change in the
banking sector

Redefinition and
the adaption of
business models is
complicated

Existing IT architecture
is not flexible enough for
rapid product
development

regulatory
requirements

Extensive regulatory
requirements tie up
capacities in the
banking sector

market
changes
Extensive
The confidence
Digitalization
of the
changes the
customers in the
customer needs banking sector is
waning

Low interest
rates complicate
the earning
position in the
banking sector
8

Digitalization
requires changes of
the existing
organization

New players
entering the
market

Instant Payments changes payments sustainably; some framework parameters
have to be considered
Instant Payments
The following framework parameters were defined for Instant Payments:
• Instant Payments is a payment transaction solution that is available 24/7/365.
• The scope includes 34 countries within the current SEPA area.

• It is based on the SEPA Credit Transfer Schema.
• It is valid for credit transfers in Euro for a maximum amount of 15.000 Euro per transaction.
• The money will be available on the beneficiary account within 10 to 15 seconds.
• Single participants can agree on a shorter execution time and / or a higher maximum amount on a bi or multilateral basis (e.g. with the certain
SEPA member state).
For the implementation of Instant Payments in the SEPA area on the basis of SEPA (SEPAinst), the following time schedule is planned:
Draft

Consultation

Publication

Introduction

(April 12th until
10th July 2016)

TODAY
The high expectations towards Instant Payments result amongst others from the following aspects:
• Paying shall be as fast and easy as sending an e-mail.
• High user numbers can accelerated through simplification and higher security.
• Possibly new earning potentials by the introduction of fees and improvement of customer
9

Market
penetration

Three quarters of the respondents are still hesitant towards Blockchain, a quarter
already has a concrete understanding
Blockchain – Study results
Are you currently working on the topic
of Blockchain technology?

expect a market penetration of the Blockchain

74% technology in the financial sector.

20%

26%

31%

do not expect a market penetration.
In which business areas do you expect a
breakthrough of Blockchain technology?

6%
80

76 %

60
40
20

42 %
21 %

18 %

18 %

15 %

0

43%
We are already dealing intensively with the topic
We already have a concrete plan on how to deal with the topic
We will deal with it in the foreseeable future
So far we have no plans to deal with this topic

4

of 5
respondents

Source: BearingPoint „Payments 4.0 Survey - What impact does the age of digitisation have on payments?“, October/November 2016
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think that a regulation of the Blockchain
technology is necessary.

The transposition of PSD2 in national law will have effects on banks and payment
service providers
PSD2

PSD2
The PSD2 shall
• Replace the in force directive 2007/64/EC on payments
services in the internal market with the aim to
─ Promote innovation in payment transactions and
make legal adjustments to these innovations,
─ Increase the security of payment services and
transactions,
─ Concretize the scope of application and the
derogations and
─ Increase the consumer protection (e.g. liability
regulations).
• Specify regulations regarding:
─ Services triggering payment initiation and account
information services
─ Strong customer authentication
─ Support the strong market movement in the
direction of instant payments and digitalization and
give the increasing number of FinTechs in the
payments area a legal foundation.

January 2018
Transposition in

 January 2016 national law
Inception of the
PSD2
2018/2019

 8th October 2015
Adoption by the EU
Parliament
 March/April 2014
Resolution of the draft in
the European Parliament

Implementation of
technical standards (EBA)

 December 2015

Publication in the official
journal of the EU
 February 2015

Begin of the trialogue
negotiations
 July 2013

Proposal for “Directive on
Payment Services” (PSD2)
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PSD2 directive opens up APIs for account information, payment initiation and
authentication

Implications of PSD2 in different areas
AISP
Account information
service providers

PISP
Payment initiation
service providers

ASP
Authentication
service providers

The customer can grant third-party service providers access to their
bank account information.

The customer can grant third-party service providers the rights to
initiate payments from their bank accounts.

The authentication processes must adhere to updated ‘strong
authentication’ standards based on two or more factors.

SOURCES: PSD2 directive by European Commission, Magenta Advisory analysis
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Post-PSD2, customers will be able to connect to their bank accounts directly
through third-party applications

Post-PSD2 scenario

Status quo

Bank’s own
service
offering

Bank’s own
service
offering

Bank’s own
service
offering

Third-party service offering

Schematic
illustration

Implication
for banks &
customers

API

Customer uses their bank’s own application to
access their bank account

API

API

• Customer can use third-party applications (or other banks’ applications)
to access their bank account
• Applications can aggregate multiple accounts under a single service
• Bank no longer has a ‘monopoly’ in offering the account information,
payment initiation, and authentication services to their customers

SOURCES: PSD2 directive by European Commission, Magenta Advisory analysis
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Banks can actively react on the changing market conditions and offer innovative
services /products themselves
PSD2

Strategic cluster form the foundation for the classification of new ideas

Offering of services
for FinTechs

Own services for
payment initiation
and account
information

Foundation of
Own/
Cooperation with
FinTechs
Strategic incubator

Integration of
services

Extension of the
legal interfaces
Platform strategy
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The market expects more potential for earnings through the processing of
information than the pure payment initiation
PSD2

PSD2 – Study results
How many queries per day are expected
due to payment-service providers /
account information service providers?*

Where do you see the greatest profit
potential or the greatest chances with PSD2?
60

57 %

40
35 %
46 %
30

40

26 %

36 %
22 %
20

21 %

17 %

20
10
0
Account
information
services

3

of 4
respondents

Authentication

Payment
initiation
services

None

0
Up to 5 m

see the implementation of PSD2 as a
opportunity for new business models

5-15 m

15-40 m

Over 40 m

*The number of current accounts was around 102 million in 2014. The number of online accounts stood
at 56.3 million in Germany in 2014. (Source: statista.com)

Source: BearingPoint „Payments 4.0 Survey - What impact does the age of digitisation have on payments?“, October/November 2016
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Traditional strategies can be expanded by the use of the platform approach and
DEM
Digital Ecosystem Management
Linear business models (today)

Digital Ecosystem Management (tomorrow)
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In ecosystems, various service and payment streams have to be orchestrated
Digital Ecosystem Management
Example of a Value Network

Software partner
Key account
Software producer

Car Sharing / car rental
company
Battery manufacturer

Branches
(authorized dealers)

App provider

Gas stations / service
cards
Insurances

Electricity supplier

= Payment stream

Parking-space
management

= Data
= Services

Banks

Private persons

17

Etc.

Assistance provider

Digital Ecosystem Management is not just a theory, but put into practice already
Jaguar launches in-car payments at gas stations

Source: https://techcrunch.com/2017/02/14/jaguar-launches-in-car-payments-at-shell-gas-stations/?utm_content=bufferf0b2f&utm_medium=social&utm_source=linkedin.com&utm_campaign=buffer
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43% of respondents believe that Digital Ecosystems is forward-looking for the
entire banking sector
Digital Ecosystem Management – Study results
Do you expect a market penetration of
Digital Ecosystems in the field of payments?

What are the main benefits of Digital Ecosystems?
54%

Better value creation for the customer, e.g. through
increased efficiency

31%

New profit potential through higher customer loyalty

23%

Offer of a larger product portfolio

43%
58%

By 2020

53%
42%

Will banks operate Digital Ecosystems themselves
or use them as a co-operation partner?

Later

4%
4%

Yes, the development of Digital Ecosystems is forward-looking
for the entire banking sector

54%

42%

No, Digital Ecosystems do not have a sustainable business
model
We have not considered this topic yet
Operator
Source: BearingPoint „Payments 4.0 Survey - What impact does the age of digitisation have on payments?“, October/November 2016
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Co-operation partner

Both

Thank you
Your BearingPoint contact

Christian Bruck
Partner, Financial Services
BearingPoint
Speicherstraße 1
60327 Frankfurt am Main
Frankfurt
Germany

T +49 69 13022 1521
M +49 173 5764631
M +43 664 5142418
www.bearingpoint.com

christian.bruck@bearingpoint.com
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Industry developments around the Open Banking concept –
Beyond PSD2: preparing for a collaborative open API enabled
banking economy beyond payments
Stefan Dierckx, Founder, The Glue / CEO, Projective
Bernd Richter, Country Manager, Projective

MOVING BEYOND PSD2
MARCH 2017 // OPEN BANKING
FORUM, BRUSSELS

A quick intro on who we are…

Delivering advise, innovation &
change for financial institutions

Enable and accelerate digital
strategy and business model
execution

...BUSINESS &
TECHNOLOGY
ECOSYSTEM
FOR THE
FINANCE
INDUSTRY

PE & VC Fund investing
into smart technologies

-

8 Who we are

©

Feb. 2017

Provide corporate innovation
and incubation services; build
bridges to new technologies

Innovation wave drives threats but also opens opportunities
A wave fuelled by technology, regulation, customer demand and macro economics
Lip position on top…
riding the opportunity wave

Technology democratization, Open source, Open API,
Race towards technological singularity, Distributed
ledger tech, …

DLT

gpi

Crowd-X

UBERIZATION

Macro economics,
Margin compression,
New entrants, …

-
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OpenAPI

XSA2

Changing customer demand,
Hyper individualization & stimulation,
Shareconomy, …

...

NII
CHALLENGE

FinTechs

COST BASE
DISRUPTION

NON-BANKS

Regulation tsunami,
Compliance cost and fines,
Regulatory asymmetry, …

Brexit

Instant
Payments

©

…

AI/ML

PSD2

GDPR

eIDAS

Wash zone…
unknown where
to end up

PAD

Feb. 2017

TIPS

Democratization of technology is advancing at high speed
Driving use case developments for distributed ledger, AI, machine learning, mobile, ...

-
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